Dear student,
The table below summarises the advanced information that has been shared by exam boards in each KS5 subject.
Subject

Explanation of changes

Maths

The exam board have published a list of the
topics that will be assessed in each paper that
you will sit this summer. This means that before
you sit paper 1, you will know exactly which areas
of the course are going to be assessed.

How should you change your revision as a result
of this?
Your teacher will ensure that all the revision
materials that we give you are tailored to focus
on these topics.
You should ensure that you focus your
independent practice on the topics that are listed
in the advance information link.
You should still be confident on all parts of the
course due to the interleaving of the course.
However, make sure you are prepared for any
potential questions on these topics.

Politics

The exam board have removed some topics that
will be examined in the exam.

History

The exam board have removed some topics that
will be examined in the exam.

You should still be confident on all parts of the
course due to the interleaving of the course.
However, make sure you are prepared for any
potential questions on these topics.

PRE

The exam board has specified a list of topics from
which questions may be answered, for both
Papers 1 and 2.
The exam board has released a list of topics from
which questions may be answered for Papers 1, 2
and 3. They have only released topic for 20
markers or more. ANY topic may be assessed in
questions worth fewer than 20 marks. NO
information is being released about Methods in
Context.
The exam board has told us which set works will
come up in Section B of the exam, the score
analysis section.
This means that we will have less focus on
specifics of non-examined set works. We will still
need to understand the characteristics of each
genre in the Areas of Study, because these may
come up in Section A of the exam.

You should still be confident in the whole course
because of the synoptic nature of the Dialogues
section of Paper 2.
You will receive a breakdown of the changes to
guide your revision. You should still be confident
in all areas of the course due to the interleaving
of the course.

Sociology

Music

Your teacher will ensure that all the revision
materials that we give you are tailored to focus
on these topics.

Link to advanced information
Here.

https://arkschools.sharepoint.com
/:b:/r/sites/JohnKeats/Secondary/
Staff%20Share/Curriculum%20Are
as/Humanities/Politics/Politics/2.
%20Year%2013/2.%20Revision/1.
%20SOW/W73113_GCE_A_Politic
s_9PL0_AN_Accessible_version.pd
f?csf=1&web=1&e=tcGtKr
https://qualifications.pearson.co
m/content/dam/pdf/A%20Level/H
istory/2015/teaching-andlearningmaterials/W73060_GCE_A_Histor
y_9HI0_AN_Accessible_version_v
2.pdf
https://filestore.aqa.org.uk/conte
nt/summer-2022/AQA-7062-AI22.PDF
https://filestore.aqa.org.uk/conte
nt/summer-2022/AQA-7192-AI22.PDF

https://filestore.aqa.org.uk/conte
nt/summer-2022/AQA-7272-AI22.PDF

You should ensure that you focus your
independent practice on the topics that are listed
in the advance information link.
You should continue to listen widely to all areas
of study, because of the unfamiliar listening in
Section A of the exam.

French

English
Literature

The exam board has told us as to the upcoming
content for Paper 1 (Listening, Reading and
Translation into English) and Paper 3 (Speaking in
French) only. The pre-release information for
Paper 2 (Written response to works and
Translation into French) will most likely refer to
the translation part, not the response to the film
and novel. This means you will need to
emphasise revision for these papers, particularly
vocabulary. For Paper 3, you will need a good
cultural understanding of the topics covered and
be able to discuss them in relevance to France
and the Francophone world for Part 1 of the
exam.
The 20 poems that we have studied from Poems
of the Decade have been reduced to 10 this year
in order to make revision easier. The two options
on the exam paper will now come from this list
only.

Your teacher will ensure that all the revision
materials that we give you are tailored to focus on
these topics.
You should ensure that you focus your
independent practice on the topics that are listed
in the advance information link. This includes
vocabulary and cultural understanding

https://qualifications.pearson.co
m/content/dam/pdf/A%20Level/F
rench/2016/Teaching%20and%20l
earning%20materials/W73049_GC
E_A_French_9FR0_AN_Accessible
_Version.pdf

You should continue to review key vocabulary,
listen to any French speaking sources and read in
French daily.

For Post-2000 Poetry you only need to revise for
the poems on the list and for the unseen poem.
The Romanticism section of the exam is
unaffected.

https://qualifications.pearson.co
m/content/dam/pdf/A%20Level/E
nglish%20Literature/2015/teachin
g-and-learningmaterials/W73043_GCE_A_Englis
h_Literature_9ET0_AN_Accessible
_version.pdf

Computer
Science

The format of the papers will remain unchanged.
Paper 1:
• Paper 1 will still be on-screen.
• Paper 1 will continue to use the
Preliminary Material and Skeleton
Program – Breakout.
• Paper 1 will still have 4 sections.
• The exam board has released information
on the topics that are confirmed to
appear in Section A.
• There are no changes to Sections B, C
and D.
• Section C can still refer to any content
from Units 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4.

We will provide you with an updated revision
timetable to support your revision.

https://filestore.aqa.org.uk/conte
nt/summer-2022/AQA-7517-AI22.PDF

In the meantime, you should continue to use the
current revision timetable and methods to
support your revision.
You should continue to practice Boolean Algebra,
Assembly Language and Legal-Ethical Questions.

Paper 2:
• Paper 2 will still be paper based.
• The exam board has released information
on the topics that are confirmed to
appear in the summer exams. Please see
the link attached.
• Although not mentioned, the exam board
has said that other linking topics could
also appear and therefore majority of
topics should be revised.
Biology

Chemistry

Physics

Psychology

Economics

BTEC
Business –
Year 12

AQA have published a list of the topics that will
appear in your exam.
They are ordered by their paper weighting,
meaning that the topics at the top of the page
will make up most of the marks in your paper.
Topics outside of the ones listed could still come
up, but only as low tariff (1-2 mark) questions,
multiple choice or ‘synoptic’ assessment.
AQA have published a list of the topics that will
appear in your exam.
They are ordered by their paper weighting,
meaning that the topics at the top of the page
will make up most of the marks in your paper.
Topics outside of the ones listed could still come
up, but only as low tariff (1-2 mark) questions,
multiple choice or ‘synoptic’ assessment.
AQA have published a list of the topics that will
appear in your exam.
They are ordered by their paper weighting,
meaning that the topics at the top of the page
will make up most of the marks in your paper.
Topics outside of the ones listed could still come
up, but only as low tariff (1-2 mark) questions,
multiple choice or ‘synoptic’ assessment.
This advance information covers all examined
components. There is no advance information
for the assessment of Research Methods
throughout the papers or in Section C Paper
7182/2, due to the integrated nature of the
research methods content. For each paper the
advance information shows the major focus of
the content of the exam.
Advanced information by Edexcel shows the
topics that come up in each paper, and there are
some topics that overlap between Paper 1 and
Paper 3 and Paper 2 and Paper 3. We do not
know what topics are coming up in the various
sections, and what topics are needed for the
essay questions. This means it is important to
have a basic understanding of the topics that
aren’t coming up in order to effectively tackle the
essay questions.
The advance information on Unit 2 in the form of
a pre-release will come out a day before exams,
for 2hrs preparation. The format that has been
taught has not been changed by exam board.

You should spend most of your time revising the
content that appears in the AQA advanced
information document.

https://filestore.aqa.org.uk/conte
nt/summer-2022/AQA-7402-AI22.PDF

You should prioritise content according to its
weighting in the exam but should still revise
everything.

You should spend most of your time revising the
content that appears in the AQA advanced
information document.

https://filestore.aqa.org.uk/conte
nt/summer-2022/AQA-7405-AI22.PDF

You should prioritise content according to its
weighting in the exam but should still revise
everything.

You should spend most of your time revising the
content that appears in the AQA advanced
information document.

https://filestore.aqa.org.uk/conte
nt/summer-2022/AQA-7408-AI22.PDF

You should prioritise content according to its
weighting in the exam but should still revise
everything.

You should spend most of your time revising the
content that appears in the AQA advanced
information document.

https://filestore.aqa.org.uk/conte
nt/summer-2022/AQA-7182-AI22.PDF

Most of the time should be spent on those
Edexcel topics that were mentioned, especially
the overlapping topics (between Paper 1 and
Paper 3 and between Paper 2 and Paper 3).

https://qualifications.pearson.co
m/en/qualifications/edexcel-alevels/economics-a2015/summer-2022-support.html

You should prioritise content according to its
weighting in the exam but should still revise
everything.

You should spend time revising the units 2
learning aims as that will form the basis of the
exams.

Link not released yet

BTEC
Business
Year 13 Resit

The advance information on Unit 6 in the form of
a pre-release will come out two weeks before
exams, for 6hrs preparation. The format of this
has not been changed by exam board.

You should spend time revising the units 6
learning aims as that will form the basis of the
exams.

Link not released yet

